
Full Census Data

The CDRlive Data Warehouse captures every single call 

in and out of the host network, regardless of time or 

geography.

Clear Competitive Advantage

Network operators rely primarily on the same providers for 

their data. COMPANA provides an operator with unique 

intelligence that competitors don’t have and therefore a 

clear and sustainable advantage.

Unbiased and Objective

Basing Competitor Analysis on actual events captured from 

the entire network ensures that the data is immune to the 

biases of traditional research.

Beyond Subscriber Counts

COMPANA provides a wide range of key metrics such 

as gross adds , net adds, disconnects, share of gross 

adds, share of net adds, churn

Highly Granular Data

Competitive views at a national or even local level are 

no longer enough. Highly granular drill-downs are vital 

to understanding those influential submarkets of tens of 

thousands of subscribers.

Real-time Insight

COMPANA runs on CDRlive, a real-time system, which 

means that the users always have the most dynamic 

data in the market.

COMPANA

Benefits:

COMPANA is an extensible Competitor Analysis module that operates over the market leading CDRlive system.

It is purpose-built to dive deep inside the hundreds of terabytes of network data and use Advanced Analytics to extract a 

crystal-clear view of every market for every competitor.

Achieve more.
COMPANA	delivers	a	crystal-clear	view	of:

EVERY	Subscriber EVERY	Network EVERY	Market EVERY	Competitor
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Adapt IT is a leader in ICT (information and communication 

technology) market through the provision of turnkey 

solution to the Education, Manufacturing, Energy, 

Financial Services, Hospitality and Telecommunication 

sector, employing over 1000 technology professionals and 

servicing more than 10 000 customers in 40 countries.
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+27 104 942 888

sps-sales@adaptit.tech

Key Features:

ETL Processes: CDRlive

Captures all network events

Transforms them into a single consistent format 

Stores them in a high-capacity data warehouse

Data Pre-Processing

Extracts all MSISDN interaction

Provides quantification of interaction by major 

carriers and rolls up to daily, weekly and monthly 

summaries

Maps each MSISDN to relevant area code

Exchanges data and summarizes raw data 

by region

Static Report

Produces a wide range of fixed reports defined by 

metric and by region

Enrichment

The ETL processes provide for significant enrichment 

of the records:

Network Carrier (OCN)

Number Localization(LERG)

Local Number Portability (LPN)

Demographic Data

Data Analytics

Uses advanced algorithms and modelling 

to produce aggregated figures

Calculates ancillary metrics

COMPANA Dashboard

Provides a highly interactive dashboard that 

has been designed specifically for competitor 

intelligence, providing extensive drill-down 

functionality into highly granular data

Achieve more.

How it Works (cont.):

COMPANA	delivers	a	crystal-clear	view	of:

EVERY	Subscriber EVERY	Network EVERY	Market EVERY	Competitor
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